Paired-end sequencing has enabled a variety of new methods for high-throughput interrogation of both genome structure and chromatin architecture. Here, we discuss how the paired-end paradigm can be used to interpret sequencing data as biophysical measurements of in vivo chromatin structure that report on single molecules in single cells.
Paired-End Sequencing
Pairwise correlations are perhaps the simplest and yet most powerful measurements in biology. Correlation measurements are fundamentally enabled by pairwise measurements of variables that share a fixed characteristic. Pairs of measurements can link biological elements in space (e.g., the relaxation of two proximal atoms exhibiting spin coupling), time (e.g., correlations of neuronal firing), or function (e.g., two mutations capable of compensating for each other), allowing reconstruction of biological components from macromolecular structures to complex biological signaling networks. Pairwise measurements become still more informative when deployed in high throughput to comprehensively map interactions in a biological system. Here, we explore the ways in which pairwise measurements can be made using DNA sequencing-based assays, which effectively report single-molecule information, allowing multiplex biophysical measurements in living cells.
Modern DNA sequencing technology routinely produces hundreds of millions of short reads spanning tens to hundreds of base pairs for only a few thousand dollars. From its earliest and simplest application to reading out genome sequences, DNA sequencing has evolved, through the generation of diverse assays that use short DNA fragments as a readout, into a powerful tool for cell biology and nucleic acid biophysics, enabling assays of protein-DNA interactions [1] , RNA expression and splicing [1] [2] [3] , and ribosome-RNA interactions [4] . These methods are complementary to established lower-throughput assays such as live-cell and immunofluorescence microscopy, which, although lower in throughput, can often access temporal dynamics that sequencing cannot and can validate observations from sequencing experiments. Although a thorough review of the many applications of sequencing to biophysical measurements is beyond the scope of this forum article, we will focus on methods that allow for correlated measurements using paired-end sequencing, a modality that is particularly promising for maximizing biophysical and cell biological insight.
In most applications, paired-end sequencing is carried out by performing two (or more) sequential rounds of sequencing-by-synthesis on each library molecule ( Figure 1A ), and these separate reads are identified as linked in subsequent analysis. For libraries in which the insert size of genomic DNA exceeds the length of each read (which is often true for shortread platforms), reading both ends of each insert allows mapping of the fragment onto a reference genome and determination of the insert length. If reads align discordantly (i.e., if fragment lengths exceed the known size range of the library, or if orientations are inconsistent), this information can be used to infer structural variation of the sequenced genome. Alternately, single-read methods can be applied to libraries that are circularized, creating 'mate pairs' representing inserts of several kilobases [5] ( Figure 1B ). Members of a library can also be cleaved and ligated consecutively as paired-end tags (PETs) [6] , then read out on a single-end platform ( Figure 1C ).
Measurements of Molecular Contiguity
Paired-end sequencing has been extensively applied to measure the contiguity of single DNA molecules, a crucial step in de novo genome sequence assembly, haplotype phasing, and the detection of structural variation (Figure 2A ) [5, 7] . Recent extensions of these ideas have combined whole-genome amplification with paired-end sequencing to detect the emergence of chromosome rearrangements in single cells of a human embryo over a single cell cycle, enabling observation of pairs of daughter cells with reciprocal rearrangements [8] . Much longer contiguity measurements can be made with CPT-seq, a technique that combines transposase-based linking of molecules, multiple rounds of barcoding, and pairedend barcode reads identifying linked molecules [5] . Measurements of molecular contiguity have also been applied to RNA, using PETs or mate pairs made via circularization to simultaneously sequence the 5′ and 3′ ends of single transcripts, and paired-end data is used by many algorithms to improve the detection of RNA splicing variants [2] ( Figure 2B ). All of these methods constitute direct measurements of individual DNA or RNA molecules, making it possible, especially in single-cell assays, to quantitatively study chromosome recombination, the mechanisms that preserve the integrity of the genome, and RNA splicing with ultimate sensitivity.
Mapping Genome Architecture by Proximity Ligation and Paired-End
Sequencing Proximity ligation-based measurements of 3D chromosome conformation, including chromosome conformation capture (3C), its high-throughput variant, Hi-C [9] , and chromatin interaction analysis by paired-end tag sequencing (ChIA-PET) [6] also critically rely on paired-end sequencing ( Figure 2C ). The frequency of observation of chimericjunctions produced by proximity ligation provides a measurement of the 3D proximity of the two loci (after accounting for biases attributable to factors such as DNA fragment length) [9] . Hi-C has revealed that the genome is organized into megabase-scale Risca topologically associating domains (TADs) within which 3D associations occur with high frequency, as compared with inter-TAD associations ( Figure 2C ) [9] . ChIA-PET ( Figure 2C ) has allowed finer-grained, cell type-specific, and stimulus-specific identification of 3D spatial correlations between loci, such as enhancers, and coregulatedgene promoters, which appear to also temporally correlate with the induction of gene expression [6] .
Although much proximity ligation work has been descriptive, ligation frequencies are biophysical measurements that map inter-molecular distances and promise to become an increasingly useful and quantitative tool for both geneticists and cell biologists interested in chromosome structure and dynamics. Before proximity ligation can be calibrated precisely to spatial distance, several caveats remain to be considered and further studied. First, because cells are crosslinked before DNA fragmentation and proximity ligation, nuclear structure may be distorted at the nanometer scale, leading to apparent contacts between molecules that are in fact hundreds of nanometers apart in the native cell, but may be associated with the same intracellular structure [10] . Second, it is not yet clear to what extent proximity ligation events are capturing rare fluctuations rather than reporting on a stable conformation, although fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) data do, in most (but not all) cases, corroborate Hi-C data [9] . Early hints from high-resolution FISH combined with modeling suggest that proximity ligation maps are an average of highly dynamic, fluctuating chromosome conformations [11] . Individual chimeric reads may therefore be interpreted not just as measurements of proximity between two loci on a single DNA molecule but also single-cell and single-time slice measurements from a fluctuating ensemble of conformations.
Paired-End Sequencing for Fine-Scale Chromatin Structure Assays
At much higher spatial resolution, paired-end sequencing has proven useful in highresolution mapping of the fine-grained structure of chromatin that consists of nucleosome positions and DNA-bound transcription factors. DNA-bound proteins can be mapped with 'footprinting', in which a nuclease is used to digest free DNA, while leaving intact any fragments that are protected by a bound transcription factor or nucleosome ( Figure 2D ). Fragments generated by footprinting are the result of two cleavage events that must have occurred in the same cell and on the same DNA molecule, in the same open chromatin region or flanking the same DNA-bound protein. Paired-end footprint-ing therefore encodes correlations in the local chromatin state between the two ends of any DNA fragment.
Although footprint data can and have been analyzed using single-end sequencing, the correlation information encoded in paired-end reads provides several advantages: (i) read pairs can be filtered for the exact size of the complex of interest, excluding background reads, and increasing the resolution of inferences [1, 12] ; (ii) fragment size can be used to differentiate footprints arising from different classes of DNA-bound elements, that is, transcription factors versus nucleosomes, and analyze them separately [1] ; (iii) a complete picture of chromatin structure showing the locations of nucleosomes and transcription factors at any locus of interest can be analyzed using a V-plot, which plots fragment lengths versus fragment center distances from the locus ( Figure 2D ) [1] ; and (iv) paired-read alignment makes it possible to distinguish reads mapping to identical coordinates based on Risca the different coordinates of their paired reads, allowing greater dynamic range after the removal of amplification-generated duplicates. Although the detailed characteristics of data produced by foot-printing methods vary based on the enzyme used, they can all, in principle, be used to determine both the position and occupancy of DNA-bound nucleosomes and transcription factors, producing an in vivo measurement of binding affinity as well as kinetics with sufficient time resolution to distinguish populations of molecules. Caveats to interpretation of occupancy measures arise from such factors as fragment size biases in both PCR and sequencing as well as in the substantial sequence bias of the enzyme used for footprinting, which may give rise to artefactual apparent footprints [13] . In paired-end analysis, this bias must be accounted for jointly, because the frequency that a particular cleavage event is observed depends on the resulting fragment being observed, which in turn depends on a second cleavage occurring within a given distance. However, with accurate background models of sequence and length bias, the full potential of paired-end chromatin footprinting analysis for genomewide quantitative understanding of chromatin architecture may be realized.
Concluding Remarks
As sequencing finds more applications in cell biology, paired-end approaches provide a powerful paradigm for thinking in terms of single DNA fragments with ends that report on correlated DNA accessibility, spatial proximity between genomically distant loci, or splicing and rearrangement events. Calibration is a major challenge in integrating sequencing-based approaches with existing cell biological approaches, such as FISH or biochemical approaches, for example, in vitro measurements of transcription factor affinity. However, opportunities exist to map the correspondence between sequencing-based and classical measurements of distance or affinity in a cell, bringing these high-throughput methods into the quantitative realm. Together, such complementary approaches hold great promise for a quantitative understanding of genome and chromosome biology. Trends Cell Biol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2017 August 02.
